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1 Motivation

Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) is a fundamental prereq-
uisite in autonomous mobile robotics. Most exisiting solutions assume a
static environment (e.g. [1], [3] or [2]) where the environment map is
constructed once through adding all incoming sensor data over time. This
results in ever growing maps, data association problems and may lead to
false environment representations especially in dynamic scenes.

We address the following problems:

• How to handle short- and long-term environmental changes.

• How to balance map size.

• How to improve data association in a dynamic environment.

2 Feature Descriptor

To overcome these problems we propose a new three-dimensional de-
scriptor called Histogram of Oriented Cameras (HOC) to add spatial visi-
bility information to local map features. The HOC keeps track how often
a feature has been observed from a specific location. The descriptor con-
sists of k concentric spheres, where each sphere is approximated by an
icosahedron of m faces as shown in Figure 1(a). Each bin holds an inte-
ger n, which is increased in case of a positive observation from a sensor
resting in this pyramid frustum, and decreased if the sensor does not ob-
serve this landmark (see Figure 1(b) for a descriptor update given three
sensors). The importance weight p for each bin is calculated according to
a sigmoid function.

Figure 1: (a) Uninitialized HOC-descriptor around a feature point. (b)
Update procedure with three sensor positions. Darker colors indicate a
higher weighted bin.

The proposed descriptor allows us to add the following information
to the map:

• spatially constrained visibility by increasing n,

• probable occlusions/dynamics by decreasing n,

• probably vanished features by looking at the histogram maximum.

3 Simultaneous Localization and Mapping

Simultanous localization and mapping is done with an incremental Struc-
ture from Motion framework estimating a 6DOF camera pose and 3D
landmarks. For feature extraction and data association we make use of
SIFT-descriptors while loop closure detection is handled through a vo-
cabulary tree.

Data association and camera pose estimation is enhanced by select-
ing only those map points with an importance weight exceeding a prede-
fined threshold. HOC-descriptors which produce a positive match are up-
weighted with the estimated sensor pose, whilst others are downweighted.

To keep a constant map size we apply thresholding to the maximum of all
bins of a descriptor.

4 Experimental Results

We performed a series of synthetic and real-world experiments, where
several objects have been moved, deleted, occluded or re-appear after
some time (see Figure 2). We compared the performance of the stan-
dard SLAM algorithm with its extension using the HOC descriptor by
evaluating the map growth over time and the pose estimation error, where
groundtruth was available. In addition we also evaluated re-localization
performance (see Table 1). We greatly enhanced localization accuracy
especially in high dynamic scenes and reduced map size enormously.

Figure 2: Real world experiment covering an office scene with various
moved or deleted objects.

Figure 3: Pose Estimation accuracy and evolution of the map size over
time for a static camera experiment.

TE [mm] RE [deg] map size [pts]
testcase std. HOC std. HOC std. HOC
synth. experiment 12.2 1.2 0.15 0.06 1024 295
static camera 30.7 2.5 1.51 0.11 6192 855
moving camera X X X X 15120 3680
relocalization 9.2 3.5 0.56 0.19 X X

Table 1: Selected subset of various experiments. We compared transla-
tional (TE), rotational (RE) pose error and final map size between the
standard (std) and extended HOC approach.
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